
         Spelling List C-17
Name:  ____________________________      

       Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.      Can you find out wen the concert is going to start?           1.  __________________

2.  In his nature club, Corey learned how to build a shelter.    2.  __________________

3.       Last week Ainsley had a sore throte and missed school.      3.  __________________

4.   Jack ran for the posicion of class president.                4.  __________________

5.  Were did you find that pair of shoes?    5.  __________________

6.   Brian and his dad went wale watching in August.       6.  __________________

7.       The path in the woods was overgrown and hidden.    7.  __________________

8.       Camille is not sure what to do now.               8.  __________________

9.       Paolo was ashaimed of the mean words he said.               9.  __________________

10.     Tia organized an ice cream soshal at the senior center.    10.  _________________
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Name:  ____________________________

11.  Gina liked the golden shimmer of her new dress.              11.  _________________

12.      Demarco wants to know why the sky is blue.                       12.  _________________

13.  Sometimes Oscar gets dizzy from the moshin of the car.    13.  _________________

14.     “Who is going to have a slice of pie?” Mom asked.             14.  _________________

15.    I thougt about buying a new bike, but my old one still    15.  _________________
         works fine.              

 Review Words 

16.    Latoya was glad she came in second place in the race.    16.  _________________
  

17.    We bought a plane tickit for Grandma so she can visit us.  17.  _________________

18.    “You begin to ache all over when you're old like me!”    18.  _________________
Grandpa laughed.                    

 Challenge Words 

19.   Wow, this fresh orange juice is delishous!                      19.  _________________

20.   Sean's dad threatened to take away his game if he didn't  20.  _________________
        do his math homework. 
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ANSWER KEY
Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.      Can you find out  wen  the concert is going to start?           1.     when  

2.  In his nature club, Corey learned how to build a  shelter.          2.     CORRECT  

3.       Last week Ainsley had a sore  throte  and missed school.      3.     throat  

4.   Jack ran for the  posicion  of class president.                4.     position  

5.  Were  did you find that pair of shoes?    5.     where  

6.   Brian and his dad went  wale  watching in August.       6.     whale

7.       The  path  in the woods was overgrown and hidden.    7.     CORRECT  

8.       Camille is not sure  what  to do now.               8.     CORRECT  

9.       Paolo was  ashaimed  of the mean words he said.               9.     ashamed  

10.     Tia organized an ice cream  soshal  at the senior center.    10.    social  
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Name:  ____________________________

11.  Gina liked the golden  shimmer  of her new dress.           11.     CORRECT 

12.      Demarco wants to know  why  the sky is blue.                       12.     CORRECT 

13.  Sometimes Oscar gets dizzy from the  moshin  of the car.    13.     motion  

14.     “Who  is going to have a slice of pie?” Mom asked.             14.     CORRECT 

15.    I  thougt  about buying a new bike, but my old one still    15.     thought  
         works fine.              

 Review Words 

16.    Latoya was glad she came in  second  place in the race.    16.     CORRECT  
  

17.    We bought a plane  tickit  for Grandma so she can visit us.  17.     ticket  

  
18.   “You begin to  ache  all over when you're old like me!”  18.     CORRECT  
          Grandpa laughed.                       

 Challenge Words 

19.   Wow, this fresh orange juice is delishous!                              19.     delicious 

20.   Sean's dad  threatened  to take away his game if he didn't  20.     CORRECT  
        do his math homework. 
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